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INTRODUCTION:-

Sensation is a specialty area within Psychology that works    

at understanding how are senses work and how we    

perceive stimuli in the environment.



Sense- physical system that receives physical 
stimulation from surrounding environment and 
translates that stimulation into an 
electrochemical messages.                                        

THE SENSES:

Chemical and mechanical senses

Vision - chemo + mechanical

Hearing - mechanical

Touch – mechanical

Taste – chemical                                                                    

Smell- chemical







Sensation: Information arriving from sense organs 

(eye, ear, etc.)

Perception: Mental process of organizing 

sensations into meaningful patterns 

Data Reduction System: Any system that selects, 

analyzes, and condenses information

Transducer: A device that converts energy from one 

type to another



Perceptual Features: Basic stimulus 
patterns

Sensory Coding: Converting important 
features of the world into neural messages 
understood by the brain

Sensory Localization: Type of sensations 
you experience depends on which area of 
the brain is activated  



The Brain!
•The physical energy in the 
environment is detected by 
the eyes, ears, etc. but we 
can’t see, hear, etc. until the 
brain interprets them—i.e., 
makes sense of them.  So in 
a way, we see, hear, smell, 
etc. in our brains!



Visible Spectrum: Part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum to which the eyes respond  

Lens: Structure in the eye that focuses light rays

Photoreceptors: Light-sensitive cells in the eye

Retina: Light-sensitive layer of cells in the back 
of the eye

Easily damaged from excessive exposure to 
light (staring at an eclipse) 

Cornea: Transparent membrane covering the 
front of the eye; bends light rays inward



EYE:                                         
Human eye is an organ which

react to light for several

purposes. It is pair of hollow

structures located in bony 

sockets of the skull.





1.  Sclera: White fibrous layer, and the outermost protective layer 
of the eye.

2.  Cornea: transparent covering of the front of the eye.

Allows for the passage of light into the eye and functions as a 
fixed lens. 

3.  Retina: retina is a light sensitive tissue lining the inner 
surface of the eye where image is formed



3.  Iris: smooth ring of muscle with a central 
opening (pupil).  Gives us our eye color

4.  Pupil: Pupil changes in size depending on 
intensity of light.  

-Intense light, small constricted pupils

-Dim light, dilated pupils

5.  Lens: focuses light on retina (convex).  

-lens is round (nearby objects)

-lens is flatter for distant objects



Photoreceptors

Bipolar cells

Ganglion

Optic nerve  



The lens and ciliary body divide the eye into two 
cavities.

The anterior cavity is filled with aqueous humor 
produced by the ciliary body.

The posterior cavity is filled with vitreous humor.

The lens, the aqueous humor, and the vitreous 
humor all play a role in focusing light onto the 
retina.



Photoreceptors of the retina

-rod cells - light sensitive but do not distinguish colors.

-cone cells - not as light sensitive as rods but provide 

color vision

 Most highly concentrated on the fovea – an area 

of the retina that lacks rods.









8)- The electrical events that have travelled across the retina generate 

nerve impulse in the ganglion cells.

9)- Ganglion cells have long fibers or axons that leave the retina through 

optic disk to make up the optic nerve. The pattern of cells nerve impulse 

in these fibers carry information about the light and struck the rods & 

cones.

10)- Axons of the ganglion cells in the optic nerve reach the lateral  

geneculate body of thalamus.

11)- Fibers from lateral geneculate cells carry nerve impulse to the 

primary  visual cortex area.

12)- Experience of visual sensation.

(a)-colorful sensation.

(b)-colorless sensation.



1: Oculomotor Process:- It involves motion of eye and 

movements are mainly voluntary and  accompanied by 

muscles attached to each eye.                                        

2: Anatomcal Process:- This process is concerned with  

PUPIL and IRIS, operation of pupils  may be voluntary or 

involuntary where as operation of pupils is almost 

automatic or involuntary.                                                    

3:Optical Process:-It involves direction or focusing of 

light.                                                                                    

4:Photochemical Process:-It involves the transformation 

of light into nerve impulses through various chemical 

steps.



5:Neurophysiological Process:-It involves transmitting 

messages to brain by optic nerve.                                     

6:Visual Acuity:-It is the ability of the eyes to discriminate 

details and find differences in the field of vision.                

7:Colour Blindness:-It is the inability of the person to 

differentiate between colors.                                            

8:Visual Adaptation:-Adaptations of eye to increasing or 

decreasing amount of light is visual adaptation.                

9:After Image:-It refers to the retained feeling to vision of 

the stimulus.                                                                       

10:Purkinjee Phenomenon:-This phenomenon is given by 

author ‘Purkinjee’.



Sound Waves: Rhythmic movement of air 

molecules

Pitch: Higher or lower tone of a sound

Loudness: Sound intensity





The ear is a sensory organ with dual functions-hearing 
& balance. The sense of hearing is essential for normal 
development and maintenance of speech as well as 
ability to communicate for others.







Major Divisions of the Ear

Outer 

Ear

Middle 
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Inner 
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VIII 
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Pinna                                                    

Ear Drum                             



Malleus/Hammer                                                      

Stapes/Stirrup                                                       

Incus /Anvil                                                         

Eustachian Tube  



Cochlea                                                        

Vestibule                                                                  

Semicircular Canal



•The cochlea resembles a snail shell and spirals 

for about 2 3/4 turns around a bony column

•Within the cochlea are three canals:

-Scala Vestibule 

-Scala Tympani

-Scala Media





1)- Sound waves

2)- Pinna

3)- Auditory canal (25 mm.in length & 7 mm.in diameter).

4)- Ear drum (sensitive movable membrane, activated activated by sound 
waves moves, meet the ear drum in the form of energy).

5)- Middle ear (it has 3 mini ossicles which utilize most of the sound energy 
vibrations of ear drum make the little bones to hit each other in sequence).

6)- Tiny bones or ossicles act as a mechanical transformer and reduce the 
amplitude of sound waves before sending to the inner ear which increases 
the pressure of sound waves then it enters to the inner ear through oval 
window.



7)- Inner Ear or labyrinth (it has 3 parts vestibule, semicircular canal & 
cochlea).

8)- Cochlea has 3 fluids filled canals= vestibular, cochlear & tympanic canal, 
there is a membrane b\w cochlear and tympanic canal known as “ Besilar 
membrane”.

9)- Sound waves pass from air medium in the inner ear , sound waves 
transmitted to the cochlear fluid leads to its vibration . The vibration in the 
cochlear fluid disturb or bundle of hair cells of organs of “Besilar 
membrane”. 

10)- Hair cells (hair cell of organs of corti adjacent bipolar  neuron to fire 
sending out through the auditory nerve; accoded message to the Medial 
geneculate body of thalamus).

11)- The fibers from the medial geneculate body of thalamus carry nerve 
impulse to the auditory cortex of brain. Thus, causing hearing  in 
accordance to the coded message about the particular pattern of vibration 
that sound had created.

12)- Experience of Auditory Sensation




